Pediatric Occupational Therapist Cris Rowan presented
“Healthy Interactions” workshop on November 15, 2013
for Child Development Centre staff in Sechelt, BC

What did the participants have to say?
Strongly
Agree

Agree

The workshop objectives were met

86%

14%

The workshop was well organized

86%

14%

The workshop was just the right length

57%

43%

The instructor was well informed

100%

The workshop materials were useful

100%

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

What was the most valuable thing you learned in the workshop?







Awesome info.
Vestibular/Proprioception and the importance of it.
The connection with adhd.
About how technology affects children.
I think the info on tech and its effects were very helpful!
The statistics.

Was there anything not covered in the workshop that you felt should have been?







Was all good.
I don’t know.
I have to think about it. Not really.
No.
Very thorough – I was so interested – I could have learned more about everything!
Studies that included our age of children we work with.

How could this workshop have been better or more helpful?







All of it.
It was helpful, informative.
If my daughter-in-law could have been there.
I’ve found very helpful.
More hands on examples of strategies /activities to use in class.
It was well informed.

Would you recommend this workshop to others? If not, why not?








Yes
Yes, I would recommend this workshop to others.
Yes, it makes so much sense.
Yes, I would definitely recommend for my friends.
Definitely Yes!
Yes I would.
Yes

Any other comments?






You’re awesome and full of knowledge.
Great workshop!
Your information is something I will share with my daughter-in-law too! Thank You!
Loved the workshop! Thanks Cris!
Thank you so much! I feel that I am learning the skills I need to really help my students
like never before!

Analysis: participants wanting more statistics relevant to early intervention
population, and more tools and techniques.
Action: will modify slides to include more of above.

